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Battle Rider Module

Originally the BRM wasn't really a module used by the My'leke for the Daur, but it was designed to make
life easier on the My'leke in general. The module was created in ER 770 and made available in ER 772.

About

The BRM is a module that a My'leke can wear that allows a Daur to essentially ride on top of their backs,
the module was designed for comfort for both the wearer and rider. There are storage brackets on the
sides for weapons and supplies.

 It should be noted that the BRM is not a module that a commanding officer can 'order' a My'leke to
use or wear, they can only ask or request, and the My'leke 'has' to give their permission. Otherwise,
ordering a My'leke to use this module can be considered a violation of their right of free choice. This
module doesn't have to be worn though for a Daur to ride on the back of a My'leke, it just makes the
process easier on both

History

Designed in ER 770 by a young My'leke military officer, the BRM was created to help give their Daur allies
something to sit on if a Daur ever had the bright idea of riding one of them. Traditionally, this was
something mostly kits did as a form of play, but in the military sometimes vehicles or Ri'to'ree's are not
available for scouting purposes, so the BRM was created to give a My'leke and Daur the ability to scout
out areas.

Appearance

The BRM is three feet long and two feet wide, the wide area slopes over the sides of the My'leke, giving
them some protection in the event they receive fire. There are brackets on the sides of the module for
placing a weapon or other items like as medical kits, or any other items that the Daur or My'leke feels are
needed. There are hand holds on the module itself so that the Daur can stay steady.

 Not designed for Laibe!
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